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Abstract— In the wireless sensor network the protocol are 

desired to be designed with security in mind from scratch. 

Regarding the limited nature of the network nodes, the 

protocol design should include the efficient reserve careful 

method and data route security. In the incidence of 

stochastic errors such algorithm should produce estimate 

which are close sense. To identify the collusion and 

compromised attack based on the iterative filtering 

algorithm. It should be supposed to be close up to the 

difference of the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE). 

Iterative filtering is done followed by bias and variance 

estimation. However, such assessment should be achieved 

with no supplying to the algorithm the variances of the 

sensors, engaged in practice. Proposed iterative filtering 

algorithm should give the reliable measures in the 

attendance of non-stochastic errors, such as faults and 

malicious attacks inside aggregating data; such algorithm 

should also provide an assessment of the dependability and 

fidelity of the data received from the sensor nodes to the 

optimal ones in information theoretic. This algorithm is 

implemented in the deployed sensor network for against the 

compromised attacker present in the network that can more 

vulnerable to the network.  
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I. Introduction 

Wireless sensor network is a most useful adhoc network. It 

consists of abundance tiny, discard and low-cost hence 

considerably incomplete nodes that are spatially dispersed 

and left unattended following their operation. The constraint 

look upon mostly the lump authority provide memory, 

computations time and transmission frequency band. The 

purpose of wireless sensor node is to measure the 

temperature, pressure, humidity and weather condition of 

the environment.  Afterwards, the data are sent to 

computationally commanding nodes which are called the 

Base Stations (BS).  Wireless sensor network field involves 

all the fields like military application, surveillance, hospital 

management, weather forecasting, forest security industrial 

quality control, health care to home automation applications 

or catalog tracking. Otherwise the sink in terms of the 

network flow. The more usual network with one sink and 

many sources is used for biological monitor and the 

arrangement with more sink and one source is used for 

interchange treatment.  

II. CHARACTERISTICS AND BENEFITS 

A. Data Aggregation: 

Data aggregation technique is most favorable technique 

energy efficient network. Because it collect the information 

from the various sensor nodes and aggregated by the single 

user to enhance the energy efficiency of the system.  Today, 

it is usually attain by the spread processing, in which the 

gather data are process not only in sensor nodes and the BS 

but also in midway nodes. The framework of the network is 

the pecking order and the ordinary close relative of at least 

two nodes can apply a function such as an average, 

min/max, count or middle. The aggregation result will be 

referred to as the collective. The composed data have to be 

aggregate in a ordinary example time gap so the network 

nodes have to be at least freely time synchronized or be able 

to respond to explicit query by the BS. The data aggregation 

rule is simple so the subsequent part will assessment some 

of the utilize design approach of the offered Data 

Aggregation Protocols (DAPs), in which the technique is 

working. Design objectives are, network architecture, packet 

flow and the QoS. 

B. Secure Data Aggregation: 

Base station can directly transmit the message to neighbor 

node in the network. The protocol assumes a self-organize 

routing protocol which forms a different routing tree each 

query and where each node has an instant parent. In adding, 

only sheet nodes have statistics sensors and middle nodes 

total, advance interior post and exploit confirmation. 

However, it is fairly uncomplicated to enlarge it in order to 

sample data in midway nodes, too. The proposed design 

move toward is therefore the chain-based data aggregation. 

Each network node is given a shared symmetric key with the 

BS KnS where n is the node and S is the BS before 

operation. Therefore, the full confidence of nodes is 

assumed. Each network node can come up with one data 

reading in a specified time interval. The temporary 

encryption keys hold the use of a nonce what regards the 

replay attack and are bounded by this interval.  Secure data 

aggregation provide a security in the data aggregation 

technique because aggregator should be authenticated for 

whole system security. 

III. OBSTACLES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

A. Active Trust: 

Sensor web, middle nodes during communication steering, 

drastically reduce the quantity of contact and that's why the 

force addicted. Newly several researchers have proposed 

robust aggregation layout, which merge multi-path course-

plotting scheme with duplicate-insensitive algorithms, to 

accurately calculate aggregate in spite of point losses 

resulting from node and broadcast failure. However, these 

aggregation layouts have been considered lacking refuge in 

mind. known the require of hardware support for tamper-

resistance and the un participate life of sensor nodes, sensor 

network are greatly exposed to node compromise. if a few 

compromise nodes add false sub-aggregate values, this 

results in huge   errors in the collective compute at the root 

of the pecking order.  
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B. Active Routing detections: 

Routing excess and the confront to detect excellence 

substance has raise the subject of how to rank both 

possessions and users in online communities. Increase a 

universal ranking technique that can concurrently assess 

users' standing and content quality in an repetition  

procedure, and that exploit the trust relations and social 

connections of users as an further source of in order and  

determine how variety variant of the algorithm intense the 

resultant ranking.  

C. Data Route security: 

Introduce two new security protocols of dissimilar difficulty 

and strength in warning network degradation cause by 

sinkhole attacks on tree-based routing topologies in Wireless 

Sensor Networks (WSNs). The major goal of both protocols 

is to give incessant process by civilizing flexibility against, 

rather than uncovering of, these attacks. The key benefit of 

providing flexibility is that it allows operating (or graceful 

degradation) in the attendance of attacks. Additionally, 

while toughness mechanisms do not discharge detection 

mechanism, detection mechanisms often bring in more 

difficulty and so, more weakness to the scheme, which 

might not give good reason for their benefits. Propose 

security protocols are effective in humanizing pliability 

against sinkhole attacks, even in the attendance of some 

conspiracy. 

IV. SECURITY AND SCALABILITY 

 Data collective on in WSN is vulnerable to security attacks 

and natural failures. A few nodes can radically alter the 

result of the collecting the information by reporting error 

less data. In this paper RDAS, a strong data aggregation 

protocol that use a reputation  recognize  for secure system 

and cut off cruel nodes in a sensor network. RDAS is based 

on a hierarchical cluster form on packets, which has been a 

cluster head clarify data from the cluster nodes to find out 

the location of environments. It utilizes the redundancy of 

various hubs sense an occasion to choose what information 

should have been accounted for by every hub. Hubs shape 

part of a spread notoriety framework, where they partake all 

together about other hub's standard in reporting precise 

information and utilize the standing evaluations to keep 

down the reports from pernicious hubs. RDAS can execute 

precise information conglomeration within the sight of 

freely scornful and plot hubs, and in addition hubs that 

attempt to trade off the trustworthiness of the notoriety 

framework by lying about other hubs' conduct. Presents 

Wireless sensor arranges regularly comprises of countless 

cost sensor hubs that have entirely restricted detecting, 

calculation, and correspondence abilities. Because of asset 

confined sensor hubs, it is imperative to minimize the 

measure of information transmission so that the normal 

sensor lifetime and the general data transmission use are 

made strides. Information accumulation is the way toward 

abridging and consolidating sensor information keeping in 

mind the end goal to decrease the measure of information 

transmission in the system. As remote sensor systems are 

normally sent in remote and unfriendly situations to transmit 

delicate data, sensor hubs are inclined to hub trade off 

assaults and security issues, for example, information 

privacy and respectability are critical. Subsequently, remote 

sensor system conventions, e.g., information collection 

convention, must be composed on account of security. This 

paper researches the relationship amongst security and 

information total procedure in remote sensor systems. A 

security classification of secure information collection 

conventions is given by reviewing the present ''cutting edge" 

work here. What's more, taking into account the current 

research, the open examination ranges and future 

exploration bearings in secure information accumulation 

idea are given. 

V. SECURITY ISSUES 

A. Network Model: 

The sensor nodes are split out into disjoint cluster and each 

group has a cluster head which role is an aggregator. Data 

are collected in a periodic manner and aggregated by the 

aggregator. Assume that the aggregator itself is a 

compromised node and does not focus on algorithms which 

make aggregation in a secure manner even the individual 

sensor nodes might be compromised and might be sending 

false data to the aggregator. To identify the cluster head also 

a compromised node by using a iterative filtering algorithm. 

B. Data Framework Aggregated: 

Robust first opinion of the dependability of sensor nodes to 

be old in the first iteration of the IF algorithm. Estimation 

method involves finding the variance and mean of the 

process. Proposing a robust discrepancy evaluation 

technique in the case of slanted sample mean is an essential 

part of our methodology. To assume that the stochastic 

mechanism of sensor errors are autonomous random 

variables with a Gaussian distribution; however, 

experiments show that our method works quite well for 

other types of errors without any modification. Moreover, if 

error distribution of sensors is either known or estimated, 

our algorithms can be adapted to other distributions to 

achieve an optimal performance. 

 
Fig. 1: Packet Delivery hop 

C. Collusion and Compromised Attack in Deployed Sensor 

Network: 

Most of the IF algorithms occupy simple assumptions about 

the initial values of weights for sensors. In case of our 

opponent model, an attacker is able to misinform the 

aggregation system from side to side cautious range of 

report data standards. 
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Fig. 2: Data Transmission WSN 

Assume that ten sensors report the values of 

temperature which are aggregated using the IF algorithm 

planned in with the reciprocal discriminated function. In 

scenario 1, all sensors are reliable and the result of the IF 

algorithm is close to the actual value. In scenario 2, an 

adversary compromises two sensor nodes, and alters the 

readings of these values such that the simple average of all 

sensor readings is skewed towards a lower value. As these 

two sensor nodes report a lower value, IF algorithm 

penalizes them and assigns to them lower weights, because 

their values are far from the values of other sensors. In other 

words, the algorithm is robust against false data injection in 

this scenario because the compromised nodes individually 

falsify the readings without any knowledge about the 

aggregation algorithm. The algorithm assigns very low 

weights to these two sensor nodes and consequently their 

contributions decrease. Thus, the IF algorithm is robust 

against the simple outlier injection by the compromised 

nodes. An adversary employs three compromised nodes in 

order to launch a collusion attack. It listens to the reports of 

sensors in the network and instructs the two compromised 

sensor nodes to report values far from the true value of the 

measured quantity. It then computes the skewed value of the 

simple average of all sensor readings and commands the 

third compromised sensor to report such skewed average as 

its readings. In other words, two compromised nodes distort 

the simple average of readings, while the third compromised 

node reports a value very close to such distorted average 

thus making such reading appear to the IF algorithm as a 

highly reliable reading. As a result,  IF algorithms will meet 

to the values provide by the third compromised node, 

because in the first iteration of the algorithm the third 

compromised node will achieve the highest influence, 

radically dominate the weights of all other sensors. Initial 

test vector based on the IF method provide a robust nature of 

the security system. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Active detections node provide a Security data aggregated 

information to the routing node so the total information 

collected by the node should be trusted probability. 

Furthermore the compromise node present in the deployed 

sensor network i.e. a fixed sensor network which provide a 

data route  information to the high energy. This can be 

avoided by implementing the iterative filtering algorithm 

introduced in the aggregator node for providing a security. 

To presented a novel collusion attack and compromised 

attack scenario against a number of existing IF algorithms. 

An improvement for the IF algorithms by providing an 

initial approximation of the dependability of sensor nodes 

which makes the algorithms not only collusion robust, but 

also more accurate and faster converging.  
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